Get Your Teams Back To The Office

The Challenges With Getting Teams Back To Work

COVID-19 has put huge pressure on businesses across all industries.

Billions of people were moved to working remotely, overnight. Now that the curve is beginning to flatten, we need a way to get our teams back in the office, safely.

Mediscreen is a rapid, low cost technology solution to virtually triage your team members through one-way video.

Connected to a network of doctors and with direct access to COVID-19 testing kits, mediscreen enables you to identify which colleagues to bring back to the office and which to keep at home.

With mediscreen, powered by Searchie you can quickly understand the health status of your teams and keep your sites free of infection.

Virtual Video Triage For Teams

Automatically screen a team members’ for symptoms using a virtual chat bot before a user completes a short, one-way video screening triage with a virtual health care assistant.

No need for the team members to visit a doctor or expensive telemedicine consultations.

You can control who is virtually screened for any type of illness and integrate into your sick leave process.

A registered doctor can access and review your team members in minutes.

Under Your Control & Review

You will have direct access to your team members’ virtual triage report as well as a complete overview of your entire workforce.

Prioritised by risk level, you can quickly identify which team members are a risk to bring back to the office and who can quickly return on site.

Additional add ons include access to a professional doctor for manual review and the ability to purchase diagnostic testing kits.

“Mediscreen allows me to do more screenings per day and helps me prioritize my patients in a more efficient and structured manner. It means I can review a patient’s symptoms in just 2-3 minutes before taking the next steps.”

Dr Atwal MD, Laguna Cardiology, Southern California
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